WHY GPS?

- Brandeis standard of excellence
- Convenient, flexible, fully online
- Seminar-style classes
- Average class size of 12
- Faculty from industry
- Professional connections
- One-on-one advising
- Finish in as little as 18 months

WHY GPS?

Why the case for essential investments in information security.

Developed with industry experts, this program will equip you to:

- Develop a business case for investing in security and risk management.
- Influence senior executives to commit to information security investments.
- Plan, design and implement secure organizational infrastructures.
- Assess the impact of policies and regulatory requirements.

REQUARED COURSES:

- Foundations of Information Security
- Information Security Management
- Principles of Computer Incident Response and Investigation
- Principles of Risk Management in IT Security
- Leading Security in Complex Organizations
- IT Security and Compliance

SAMPLE ELECTIVES (SELECT 4):

- Cloud Security
- Secure Mobile Applications and Data
- Principles of Business Continuity Planning
- Network Security
- Organizational Leadership & Decision Making
- Software Security Testing & Code Assessment
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